New Stedman Machine Company Heavy Duty 6-Row Cage Mill

The new Stedman Heavy Duty 6-row cage mill addresses an opportunity for finer grinding equipment at a lower cost. Stedman has numerous 6-row cage mills in non-abrasive applications: aglime, lime (hydrated, quick-lime), cement, and more. Wear parts perform well in these applications. In materials with some abrasiveness, the Heavy Duty 6-row is an innovative extension of this well-established product line.

The new offering from Stedman is ideal for products in the 40 mesh x 325 mesh range. Air classification-separation integrates into the system as required. The heavy duty 6-row cage mill offers extended up-time resulting from its efficient modular design and ease of maintenance.

The cage mill system competes with other size reduction equipment such as vertical roller mills, ball mills and rod mills. In head-to-head comparisons, the cage mill is less complicated to operate, less expensive to install and maintain, and uses less energy to get better or equivalent results.

Stedman’s test facilities can provide accurate, output gradations, capacities, system acquisition cost, and operating cost estimates. Please contact Stedman to discuss your specific project requirements.